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What is PVD?
Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) coating has found a multitude of new 
uses since it was first discovered. Like many other technologies, it was 
first studied for military applications. PVD coating was used in ballistics, 
prolonging the life of cannons as well as reducing friction and wear. The 
combination of aesthetics and functionality gives PVD coating a unique 
place in metalworking. PVD is a process that involves treating the surface 
of a metal to change its molecular properties. PVD coating does not add 
a substantial layer of coating to a metal and actually bonds within the 
surface at the micron level. The process provides a more uniform deposit, 
improved adhesion and there are no harmful chemicals to dispose of. 

How to clean PVD?
Use a soft cloth with mild soap and water. Avoid all products designed to 
remove tarnish or rust, contain hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, and/or phosphoric 
acid or caustic agents. Also avoid bleach and scouring pads (such as Scotch 
Brite®).

Disclaimer:
PVD coating is durable but not invincible. Scratches may become visible 
due to the contrast between the dark coating and much lighter base metal. 
Coating will wear thin from excessive use over time. For extremely high 
traffic applications dormakaba recommends using a product which is not 
coated such as our standard Stainless Steel furniture.

PVD



SH 821 PVD BLACK

SH 822 PVD BLACK

Solid stainless steel - PVD BLACK 

Solid stainless steel - PVD BLACK 



TH132 PVD BLACK

Tubular stainless steel - PVD BLACK 



Ring flush pull 
44x62mm

DRP-SS-023 
PVD BLACK



DCE-002   
PVD BLACK

DDV-SS-003 PC 
BLACK

DDS-SS-021 
PVD BLACK

DFB-SC-180  
PVD BLACK

Cylinder escutcheon

Door viewer - Powder coated black

Floor mounted door stop

180mm Flush bolt 



DBB-SS-009
PVD BLACK

3mm Stainless Steel ball 
bearing hinge



DSC  
PC BLACK

DKC  
PC BLACK

DDC  
PC BLACK

D038R  
PVD BLACK

Single cylinder 43mm
Powder coated

Privacy cylinder 66mm
Powder coated

Double cylinder 66mm
Powder coated

Rebate kit for rebated  
double doors



D036S  
PVD BLACK

D037D   
PVD BLACK

Cylinder sash lock Cylinder dead lock



DPH 218  
PVD BLACK

DPH 219  
PVD BLACK

Straight pull handle
32mm diameter - 450mm CTC
Available in back to back configuration 

Chamfered pull handle
32mm diameter - 450mm CTC
Available in back to back configuration 
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